
 
HABANERO READY TO ROCK ICE 2017 

  

Slots developer returns to London ahead of further expansion 

  

31st January 2017 - Quality slots and table games provider Habanero is all set to showcase its 
impressive portfolio of high-definition HTML5 games at next week’s ICE Totally Gaming. 

  

The supplier returns to the show for a second time with an even bigger and better stand, as well 
as a full suite of video slots and table games that include their 2016 blockbuster titles Jugglenaut, 
Fenghuang, and its latest January release, Fire Rooster. 

  

Also on display will be selection of games due to go live later in the year, such as the beautifully 
serene Koi Gate (due out in February), Bird of Thunder, Dead Escape, and Scruffy Scallywags.  

  

Habanero, which is currently certifying its games for European audiences, already boasts a 
number of commercially successful slots, such as Ruffled Up, Bombs Away, Fa Cai Shen, and 12 
Zodiacs.  

  

Head of Sales Daniel Long is now looking forward to demonstrating even more of the 
company’s mobile-centric content to both operators and fellow suppliers. 

  

“We have built a reputation for designing and developing some of the most engaging and 
immersive games in the industry, and believe we have a lot to offer operators in many different 
markets. 

  



“We have gone to great lengths over recent months to make sure our games all meet the highest 
regulatory requirements, and look forward to showing the scale and scope of our portfolio to 
delegates at ICE.”  

  

Habanero returns to ICE for the second time following a successful debut last year. Over the past 
12 months they have also exhibited at G2E Macau and EiG in Berlin.  

  

The interface for each of Habanero’s games is very easy to use and the rotation from landscape 
to portrait works perfectly, even on the smallest device, and always utilises the full real estate 
of the screen.  

  

Their robust capability and use of the latest mobile technology is now attracting the attention 
of operators around the world and ensured that the turnover now generated by mobile devices 
is well above the industry norm. 

  

Habanero’s entire games portfolio of over 70 slots titles, six table games, and 10 video poker 
titles, will be certified during 2017. 

  

Daniel Long will be on site in London, alongside the rest of Habanero’s senior team, to talk 
delegates through their very innovative offering. You can contact him in advance 
at daniel@habanerosystems.com to arrange a meeting. 

  

And, if you’ve not done so already, you can also try out Habanero’s games ahead of the show at 
their demo site: haba88.com 

  

ENDS 

  

For more information on this press please contact Square in the Air on 0203 586 8272 
or enquiries@squareintheair.com 
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About Habanero  

Habanero is a supplier of quality slots and table games for the online and land-based casino industries. Hosted on 
Habanero’s own platform and made available at a lower rate than many of their competitors, these games are 
tailored to the widest possible variety of devices, allowing operators in multiple territories to maximise their 
incomes. Purchased by a group of European investors in 2012, the company now boasts a host of skilled designers, 
developers and mathematicians. Its management team has over four decades’ worth of experience in betting and 
gaming. For more information, please contact info@habanerosystems.com or Head of Sales, Daniel Long, 
on daniel@habanerosystems.com 
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